WHEREAS, The Executive Committee has been empowered by the Commission of the Interstate Commission for Adult Offender Supervision to administer the Compact; and

WHEREAS, it is the purpose of the Compact to provide a network of Compact officers working judiciously together to ensure accountability and provide the framework for public safety; and

WHEREAS, it is the mission and policy of the Commission to train and educate everyone who is an integral part of the Compact process; and

WHEREAS, the Executive Committee has great concern that this network and cooperation between commissioner, Compact Administrator and Deputy Compact Administrator be preserved and even enhanced to ensure the success of this Compact; therefore be it

RESOLVED, that the Executive Committee of the Interstate Commission for Adult Offender Supervision:

(1) Encourage Commissioners to make a concentrated effort to reach out to Compact Administrators and Deputy Compact Administrators within their respective states to ensure there is adequate communication to assist the commissioner in his or her responsibility to represent their state.

(2) Strongly encourage Commissioners to audit resources within Compact offices to ensure they are adequately staffed to comply with the Commission rules.

(3) Strongly encourage Commissioners to involve Compact and Deputy Compact Administrators in the national Commission process by providing a means for them to attend the annual meeting of the Commission.

(4) Encourage each commissioner to attend Compact Training to avail themselves of the issues facing the compact to assist them in their responsibility.